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Introduction 

Foothills Pipelines (Yukon) Ltd. made application in 1976 to the National 

Energy Board for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to 

construct a natural gas pipeline through the southern Yukon. Foothills 

Pipeline s (South Yukon) Ltd. has ?repared aP- environmental impact statement of 

the pipeline, now known as the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline, in response to a 

series of guide lines issued by an envirorunental review panel. The completed 

Environmental Impact Statement is being distributed by the Federal 

Envirorunental Assessment and Review Office for the purposes of public and 

technical comment. Members of the Earth Physics Branch of the Department of 

Energy, Mines and Resources have been requested to contribute technical 

comments o"n the subjects of seismic risk and permafrost hazard. This initial 

review examines the E.I.S. in terms of permafrost-relatèd tapies. 

Permafrost underlays much of the region through which the proposed 

pipeline ".'ill be built; extensive widespread permafrost is present between 

Kluane Lake and the Alaskan border and scattered and sporadic permafrost 

extends to south of Fort Nelson. The role that permafrost and 

permafrost-re lated topics will play in the pipeline design is thus readily 

apparent. 

Review of E.I.S. 

The Environmenta l Impac t Statement quite rightly deals at some length, if 

only in a gene ral way, with permafro st and permafrost-related problems . At 
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this stage many of the details necessary for a careful and complete assessment 

are unavailable and so discussion and comments must be of a general nature. I 

believe that Foothilis should be congratulated on producing such an excelient 

preliminary document which touche s on many cf the serious geotechnical issues 

ra.ised by a major innovative undertaking of this kind. In many instances 

specific final details are lacking but excellent illustrative examples are 

given to out li ne the design "philosophy". 

In this critique of the document we seek to do four things: 

a. to suggest aspects of the E.I.S. which could benefit from greater 

elaboration. 

b. to emphasize caution where somewha t simplistic models have been uscd to 

illustrate design pr inc iples. 

c. to identify areas of study not discussed in the E. I. S. which may be 

relevant to pipeline performance. 

d. to further. quantify permafrost characteristics where our own very limited 

data can add to data presented in the E.I.S. 

Briefly, I believe t hat the E. I.S. could benefit considerably from further 

discussion of the advant ages and disadvan tages of the operational modes 

available i.e. buried vs surface vs elevated, chilled vs warm etc ... etc. Sorne 

operational modes may be more suitable for specific portions of the route than 

others . For example, the ch illed mr.) ~l e will have some obvious advantages in 

continuous penn.:ifrost. The E.I. S . doe s not provi<le 8 clear explanation for 

the decision to operate in the chillcd buri.ed r:iocle over the firsl L.-5km from 
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the Alaskan border. Exarr;ples of terrain disturbance arising from earlier 

development projects such as the Haines to Fairbanks oil pipeline and the 

Alaska Highway would illustrate some of the permafrost-related probleras to be 

expected. Another concern is the apparently.simplis tic approach to 

engineering de sign described in Section 4 of the E.I.S. The approach given 

may lead the reader to assume chat construction and operation will be quite 

straight forward and simple rather than highly or.igin::il and inrLovative. 

Several items r2ce1ve littie or no attention, but should be discussed even 

if only briefly. Geophys:l.cal methods have improved dramatically in the past 

several years and now warrant serious consideration as surficial mapping 

tools. Both climate and terrain are highly variable parameters both spatially 

alang the right-of-way and temporally during the operating life-time of t he 

pipeline. Temporal effects are second order in comparison t o the spatial 

variations but none the less may have a serious long term impact. 

Groun<l-water move~ent receives little attention although it will have a maJor 

role in the performance of a buried pipeline particular l y in the chilled 

mode. Post-construction surveillance and monitoring of the pipeline and 

relatE.d facilities will be very important if an innovati.ve technique such as 

buria l in permafrost in a chill ed opc r ating mode is adopted. General plans 

for this p:rnse need to be fo rmula t ed. 

Si ncc E. P . B. ha s co l lec t ed some add itional perma frost and ground 

temper a ture i nfor mz.ti on I h::ive sumrr.a!":i.z ed our r esults and conclusions in 

r e lation to t hose equally s parse data inc l ude<l i n the E.LS . I realize tha t 

Foothil ls has ma j or obscrvational progra~1es cui·rently underway so t he 
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sparseness o f pre sent data shculd not necessarily be seen as a further 

deficiency in the Company 's investigations. 

Lastly , I would like to see a scientific progranune considered which 

would use portions of the pipeline as a reasonably accessible large open-air 

laboratory. Such stud ies would enhance our scientific understanding of 

northern processes and lead to improved northern develo;:m1ent. The costs of 

such investigations should not accrue to Foothilis, since they benefit the 

nation as a whole. 

ln the remainder of this critique I have attempted to amplify each of the 

foregoing comments. 

Technical Comments 

1. Presenting an assesilment of the probable impact upon the northern 

environment of such a major innovative engineer ing undertaking as the 

Alaska Higln..·ay gas pipeline is a v ery diffi :::ult task. In this instance 

considerable environmental insight on some constructional and 

environmenta l aspects of the proposal cou ld have been g1.eaned by reference 

te the perf0rmancc of oth er structures previously constructed across 

permafrost terrains in the region; specifically the 25-year history of the 

Haines-Fairbanks pipeline righ t ·-of-way and the per fo rmance of Yukon r cads 

such as the Alaska l ighwa y whe~e they cross sensi t]ve terrain . 
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2. The E.I.S. omits any disçussion of the advantages and dis advan tages of the 

various design modes of t he pipeline. Selection of the buried mode may 

well be the mos t practical but when such a controversial mode of operatiou 

as a buried chilled system is proposed, I believe that it is essential to 

explain the rejection of other operational modes. The operation of both 

warm and chilled pi?elines is still an unknown quantity technically; 

pipelines across permafros t are still largeiy in the evaluation stage and 

so we must assume that problems causing an interruption of the gas 

thr~ughput will arise. While the report does state on page 8-3 that few 

maintenance problerns are anticipated along the buried pipe, I am not sure 

that U.S. natural gas transmission line data from non-perœafrost areas is 

applicable to pipelines in permafrost. 

In the Soviet Union where greater numbers of northern gas lines already 

exist as many a.s 8 to 12 ruptures per year averaging 50 to 70m in length 

are encounte red on the very large diamete r (56 inch) northern natural gas 

pipelines as reported by Sanders (1976). 

The possibility of maintenance work being required on a pipe in the deep 

burial mode other t han at tlines '\·7ht::n the surface is completely frozen 

ra1ses the spectre o f loca l en·Jironrnental damage outweighing any caused 

ciuring winter construction. Sjuce 8·-3 also contains the statement that 

little or no storage of gas will be incorpo:c-ated into the system south o.f 

permafrost areas, rapid repa .tr of any ruptur-es in Lhe northern sections 

will be necessary to ensure continu ity of supply to customers. Protection 

of the environment could necessar.ily 1ecome of secondary concern in such 
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circumstances. Elevation of the pipe over short stretches cf sensitive 

terrain would utilise a better understood tech~ology with presumably a 

greater reliability. Access to the pipe for maintenance is simpler 

particularly if gravel access roads are built along such sections of the 

right-of-way. 

3. Very litt1e discussion of the 11philosophy 11 of chilled versus warm mode 

operation is included in the E.I .S. If indeed these are the modes to be 

used these alternatives need outlin:i.ng in greater detail. In section 

4 .. 2.2.1 page 4-24 it is mentioned that the chilled mode will probably be 

employed between the Alaskan border and compresser station FY-1, the 

initial 46km. Fig. 6.2-1 however indicates very little if any systematic 

change in mean grounci temperature at 3m depth over the first 150km with 

the exception of taliks under lakes and the flood plains of ri vers. 

Buried warm-mode operation over lOOkm of permafrost terrain of mean 

surface temperature -2 to -4.°C, and occasional high ice content, presents 

considerable problems which may be more serious than chilled--ruode 

operation. 

4. Section 4 of the E.I.S . il.lustrates, by several examples , the approach to 

engineering design adopted by the Company. This is an excellent way of 

illustrating how engineering design proce~ds bu t I have some concern that 

it may give an overall impressi on of simpl icity and confidence at thi s 

very early des ign stage, thu s de tracting from the innovative natu:::-e o f the. 

chilled burier mode and ot hcr conc2pts such as deep bc;: ia1. The section 

cloes not stress sufficiently the ve ry poor understanding that science 
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presently has of northern processes such as moisture migration and frost 

heave in f rozen or partially frozen terrains and the consequent need for 

conservalive design. "Geothermal analysis" is a useful preliminary tool 

but the ma thematical eq uations inc luded are only as good as our knowledge 

of the physical environment and field observations are necessary to 

confirm their applicability . The geothermal model used in the compresser 

station design described in 4.2.l.2 (i) is a conductive unidirectional 

model. It assumes that the borehole lithology shown in Figure 4.2--2(a) 

and (b) is semi-infinite in all directions, that the energy transfer 

between air and ground can be represented by simple standard meterological 

observations, is static from year to year, and that heat transfer in the 

ground is by conduction only and solely in a vertical direction. Thermal 

properties are, I believe, not measur ed directly but are inferred from 

other measured engineering parameters. Any active moisture movement will 

transfer heat much more efficiently and could change estimated effec ts in 

the original ground surface by several orders of I!lagnitude. Similarly 

section 4.2 .2. that describes the f ros t-heave of various chilled pipe 

con f i gurations makes many simplifying assumptions regarding the 

avai l ability of moisture and the upper bounds of ice content. If t his 

simple model completely described the process , little of the tens of 

rnetres of massive ice observed in the northern subsurface woulà form. It 

should be noted thaL the curves shown in Fig. 4. 2-24 showing :frost depth 

growth below the pipe against time become essent i al ly linear after 10 to 

15 years. The rate of frost penetration and segregated ice formation is 

very complex and dcpends on tl1e supply of moisture, the hydrau lic 

conductivity of the unfrozen, partially frczen and freez ing soils, pore 
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pressure and temperature grôdients amongst other factors. For such a 

highly innovative engineering project in terrains where we do not fully 

understand the geotechnical conditions, we must accept that the 

calculations are i llustr at ive only and that final design has to be based 

on the results obtaineè from carefully monitored t est facilities. The 

geothermal aed f rost-heave models must be tested aga inst real data. 

Perhaps their greatest value is to test them against field results to 

learn where they are deficient. Numerical analysis is much easier and 

cheaper to do than carefully conceived field experiments, as might be well 

illustrate d by compar ing Figs. 4.2.3, the computed results, and the 

observed data shown in Fig. 4 . 2. 7. As I am su;:-e the company wou.ld agree 

numerical analysis requires both good inpu t data and a good compreheEsion 

of the basic physics of the pI·oble-:n. The innovative, almost experimental, 

nature of the some northern sections of pipeline should be stressed frora 

the start. Equally well we must not assume that the pipeline construction 

will constitute an environmental disaster. The Trans-Alaska pipeline wa s 

simi.larly innovative and underwent several changes in design before 

construction began. 

5. Geophysical rne thods, as surficia l mapping tools, &ppear to have largely 

been ignored in the E. I.S. despi te signi.ficant improvements in the past 

few year s , especially in r adar te'2hniques .· I look farward to seeing the 

Hardy and Associates repor t on geophysical methods described as i tem (4) 

on page 6·-15 and presumably item (4) on page 3-9. One of the inherent 

assumptions made for the simple calr.ulations given i~1 section 4.2.1.2 is 

that geological strata a"!:"e l1orizontal and continuous. Unconsolidated 
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se<liments and ice content in reality may vary considerably over very short 

distances. Doubts as to the value of drilling al.one for detailed design 

have already been raised at workshops of the U.S. Permafrost Committee as 

a result of the Alyeska experience (Judge , 1978). The Alyeska people have 

stressed the need to app ly geophysical me thod s, with occa.sional drilling 

for ground truth, to determine the spatial variabi lity of li thology and 

ice contents. 

6. Climate and terrain are not static in time as i s illustrated by the brief 

surrnnaries of the geological history and of geomorphic processes in 6.2.4 

of the E. I. S. However the assump tion seems to have been made that over 

shorter periods of time such as a few decades unchanging conditions can be 

assumed. A growing body of evidence s uggests that this assumption is 

invalid . Section 6.1 of the E.I.S. presents an ana. lysis of climatic data 

for a period of 29 years but presents only means and extreme values. 

Presumably the lifetime of the pipe line is greater than 20 years, e.g. 

Fig. 4-2-24 extends to 30 years, a period ovet" \·;hich the assumption o.f a 

static 1::i.ean cliruate is probably inva lid. Long-term changes in climate are 

usually paralleled by changes in ground temperature inducing consequent 

geomorphic effects in permafrost terrains as described by Judge (1975). 

Bath Judge (1973) and Mackay (1975) have described thermal and geomorphic 

evidence for genera l ground temperature chan&e s cf as much as 2°C in areas 

of the Mackenzie Vall ey and Del ta ove r the past century . The iong term 

warming during this period has reactivated therm karst l akes in 

discontinuous permafros t zones of ~he central and sou thern Mackenzie 

Valley anù t he onset of a cooling trend ir, the past decade has rcac tivtited 
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ice-wedges on the Arctic coast. A quick glance at the long term air 

temperature records for Fairbanks, Alaska, reveals a warmer period by 

about 1°C durin.g 1925-45 which has been superceded by a cooling trend 

since 1966. Tree-ring growth curves from central Alaska indicate a warmer 

period since 1930 (Hauger and Brown_, 1978). A study of ice-weâge fabrics 

in the Fairbanks area has sug3ested that wedges are currently growing 

locally (Black, 1978). Geomorphic processes are highly dynamic even 

without major changes in clima.te and can further add to the complexities 

of permafrost behaviour. Such concerns lead to a series of questioas 

about the long-term natural geomorphic performance of the landscape and 

how it may impact on any long- lived structures. As examples; 

a) Have the ac tive thermokarst lakes described on page 6-75 been 

reactivated in the past century and what are the present rates of 

enlargement? 

b) Are the ice-wedges north of the White River àescdbed on page 6-75 

active? If so, what are the rates of growth , and if not what change 

in conditions such as ground temperature would be necess ary to 

reinitiate their growth? 

c) Are observed permafrost t hermal pro files in the Yukon degradationaJ. J.n 

character? Could th is explain fig. L~. 2. 7? If sa the temperature: 

depth profiles and the tha11-subsidence ca lculation made using the 

11 gcothermal analysis " prograwme are invalid as they underesti:nate 

th w-subs:i dence effec ts. Simila.rly, degr.adin3 permafrost contains 
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zones of excess free-moisture and underconsolida.ted sedir!1ents, all of 

which can pose problems in general pipe design and perhaps cause 

underestimates in the amount and rate of frost heave in a chilled mode 

of operation. 

d) Is there evidence of extensive recent degradation of ice in high ice 

content soils at the warm margi.ns of the d.i.scontinuous permafrost? 

Natural soil conditions may be esp~cially unstable in this area. 

e) If a cooling trend has recently set in, active i.ce segragation may be 

occurring naturally in the near-sur.face, e.g. at the base of active 

layer in areas of frost susceptible soils. 

f) Following from page 6-74, are there oversteepened slopes frozen in 

place by permafrost? Are they presently stable? Zones of high water 

content resulting from t he melting of ground ice may produce zone s of 

weakness and block sliding . Does evidence exist for inc reased slope 

activity in the past century? 

g) The unique thermal properties of the White River. volcanic ash as an 

insulator are mentioned on p . 6-74. If it is indeed preserving relie 

pennafrost v;hat will be the overa ll i mpact and thaw-subsidence 

resulting from a ditch through it in which a pipe line is buried and 

operated in the warm mode? 
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I believe that t hese very few examples will serve to illustrate my 

concerns for the pipeline although many others could be cited. Perhaps 

the possible readvance of the Lowell or Kaskawulsh Glaciers in response to 

a cooling climate, as appears to have happened during the Little Ice Age 

of the seventeenth century, and the resulting potential impact bath on tè1e 

pipeline and the communities such as Ha ines Junction should not go 

unmentioned. 

Since climatic records from the Yukon span a period of only 30 years, long 

term trend analysis is difficult. These trends usually are translated 

into ground temperature changes and consequently pr0duce distinctive 

temperature: depth profiles. Beck and Judge (1969 ) and Gold and 

Lachenbruch (1973) have shown how careful analysis of the upper 60 to 90m 

of subsurface t emperature profiles can reveal changes in the past century 

and curren t trends. 

7. Many of the large ri.vers i n the Yukon are glacier-fed and show every 

evidence of being youthful and of high energy. Such rivers may need some 

caution in predicting their extreme behav iour for the next 30 years. 

Section 6.3 of the E.I.S . cont ains 'Tery little informat ion on long-tenn 

surface hydrological activity. To extend t~e data-base in time , 

historical records might be examined. Recent retreat or otherwise of 

snohr- li ne s and glaciers with corresponding vegetationol changes might 

further add to a long-têrm predicdon of flows in the Slims, Donjek and 

White Rivers . 
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8. The growth of a frost-bulb around a chill ed buried pipeline will be 

dependent on ground-water conditions as described in section 4 of this 

report. Potentially the most serious effects will result at river 

crossings from sub-river ground-water flow. If chilled-mode operation is 

only contemplated for the first 50 km then sub- river ground-wa ter flow 

condit ions may be important parameters for 4 small creeks (Snag, Beaver, 

Enger and Dry). If Fig. 4.2-17, the section across Dry Creek, is 

representative of these creeks, then the permafr ost configura tion 

indicates the possibility of substantial ground-water movement. Blockage 

of the flow by the growth of a large frost-bulb in a water-rich 

envirorunent n:ay induce high pcre-pressures on the upstre~m s ide and the 

possible forma tion of winter iceings creating high stresses on the pipe. 

Should furth er chilled s ec tions be contemplated additional river-crossings 

will need invest iga tion. 

Sirnilarly the growth of a frost-bulb in the terrestrial enviro ruaent will 

be partially governed by t he supply of moisture, and yet section 6.3 of 

the E.I.S. makes little mention of ground-water activity even in its 

sirnple s t fonn of , for e.xample , a lis t of springs. The Takhini hot springs 

on p. 6-80 and the withdrawal of ground- wate r from beneath the permafrost 

at Beaver Creek on page 4- 19 are the only direct references. 

Supra-permafrost wate r moving in the active l a.yer or diverted along the 

high ly permeable gr ve l fill ed pipelinP di tch as described in section 

9.1. l. l will need very careful investigation . Intra-permafrost water such 

as the unf rozen porewater i n frozen sediment controls the hy<lraulic 

conductivity and thus partially the rate o f growth of a fro s t-bulb around 
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the chilled pipe. Sorne recent results bave suggested that permafrost in 

some area s may contain lower unfrozen water contents and thus perhaps 

lower hydraulic conductivities than indicated by laboratory observations 

on artificial soils (Judge 1978) . Areas of degrading permafrost may 

contain intra-permafrost zones of high pore pressures at above hydrostatic 

pressure which could contribute to increased frost-bulb development in a 

chilled mode . 

Indications of the mobility of water within the pennafrost can be obtained 

by careful isotope analysis of the water and ice in cores recovered from 

the region. Recent increased or decreased thickness of the active layer 

or the presence or recent water seepage into the permafrost from the 

surface should be preserved in the ratios and variability of oxygen, 

hydrog en and carbon isotopes. Old stable permafrost appears to have very 

uniform isotopie distributi.on (Fri t z and Michel, 1978). 

9. ln many instances the E.I.S. is deficient in information on permafrost and 

ground t emperature distribution . Discu ssion of permafrost-related i.tems 

of the E. I. S. could be enhanced by the presentation of additional 

informat ion which I am sure will be forthcoT.ing from the Company prior to 

any final project design. Although fiscal restra int ha s prevented 

extensive programmes in the Yukon EPB does have some da ta in addition to 

that reported by Foothills. This I h ave summarized below in the be lief 

that i t will assisl in the pr eliminary discu&sions of design at this stage . 
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In section 6.2. 2. l on page 6-16 and on page 6-74 permafrost is reporte d to 

generally exceed 45m depth on the Klondike Plateau. Our observations at 

Clinton Creek, north of Beaver Creek reveal 125 m of permafros t with a 

mean annual ground temperature of -4°C. None of the te rnperature 

measureruents that we have made in the Whi tehors e area have encounte r ed 

permafrost and mean grounà t empera tures have r anged from 0.7 to 3.0°C. As 

stated on p. 6-75 its pre se nc e is probab ly very i solated e . g. Whicehorse 

Copper have rcpor ted occurrences high on north-facing slopes . In common 

wi t h the statement on p. 6-77 we observe r.o permafrost on the Nisutlin 

Plateau in the vicinity of Atlin . Mean ground temperatures i n f our 

dr il lholes between 1400 and 1550m a.s.l. r anged from 0.5 to 3°C. Tallman 

(1973) inferred 15 to 20m cf permafros t in a peat bog a t lOOOm from 

electrical r esistivity measurements in the same area indicating some 

:::porad ic permafros :.:. Obse-rvatioas in Jri.ilholes to the east at Faro have 

revealed sporadic permafrost centred large ly in areas of t h i.ck 

overburden . As yet too f ew observations have been made to determi.n2 if it 

i s relie in nature . Of t he shallow ground tempera t ures measured in 15 

hol es al ong the Alcan pipeline righ t-of way of depth r anging from 3 te 9m 

during November 1978, all were negative north of Kluane Lake and none were 

to the south; the lowes t value s were - 2.6°C and the highest 2.0°C (Burgess 

and Allen , 197 9) . 

10. Section 6 . 2.6 on grounc1 temperat ure mea.surementc iïldicates that ava ilable 

info!Tha.:ion along ths right-of--·way is sparse a.lthough extensive 

observations are presently unèerway. Sorne gener""'l indication of ground 

t emperatu re.s m.:iy be deri'>·ed for initial planning by comparison of air and 
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ground temperatures in other areas of Canada. It" is iateresting to observe 

in section 6.2.6.1 that iO ground temperatures observations in the Western 

Yukon Plateau and Klondike Plateau range from 0.5 to -3.6°C in response to 

average mean air temperatures of -5.5 to -6.0°C. In cornparison the mean 

air temperature at Yellowknife is -5.Lf to -6.2°C and ground temperatures 

range from -1. 8 to 1. 5 °C and at Norme.n Wells in response to a mean air 

temperature of -6.2°C mean ground temperatures r ange from -1.1 to -3.8°C. 

On average for 38 sites across Canada the mean ground temperature is J.3 + 

l.5°C higher than the mean air temperature. Winter snow cover u; a ver:y 

important factor in determining this difference (Judge, 1973). The 

results of Foothills present ground temperature studies will be a valuable 

addition to the current body of data. 

11. In view of the originality of many c:oncepts to be uoed in the technical 

design of the pipe l i ne , careful post- construction surveillance and 

e):tensive electronic monitoring will be necessary . Neither Sections 9 nor 

2.4.4 give adequate considerat ion to this aspect. 

12. Although not of direct i mpact to the construction of the Alaska Highway 

gas pipeline or this E.I.S. some thought should be given at this stage to 

the formulation of a post-construction scientific programme utilising 

sections of the pipeline and its right-of-way. The presence of the 

pipeline wi ll prcsent uni.que opportunities as a reasonably accessible 

open--air laboratory . This conce pt was earlier discussed in connection 

with the Trans-Alaska pipeline and led to a detailed r eport on the 

research opportunilies presented by t he p ipelin1= ( NAS, 1975). 
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